PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Managers of Office, Retail or Commercial buildings have a challenging job of keeping tenants
happy while maintaining an efficient budget, often with the added complexity of managing
equipment, staff, resources, contractors and tenant expectations at multiple sites

Between lease administration, keeping tenants happy, figuring out budgets and dealing with contractors,
it leaves little time to tend to the maintenance issues when they arise.
Building automation and asset management are an essential part of the building manager's job.
Without maintenance or work order software, work orders often get lost in the shuffle, costs cannot be tracked and no
accurate work order history can be maintained.
The Service Requester application allows your tenants to log on to Maintenance Connection to request maintenance
and track the requests as they are completed.
Keeping track of work order history for equipment and general maintenance costs (labour and parts) will lead
to a reduction of the total cost of maintenance for each of your buildings.
Use the management information system (MIS), to pinpoint problem areas and determine the root cause to common
issues.

Property Managers can set up maintenance procedures and preventive maintenance schedules
with Facility Maintenance Solutions for facilities and equipment such as:
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The Maintenance Connection Solution!
Maintenance Connection's simple, easy-to-use web-based
application can help your Property Manager to:
Provide a higher level of service
Maintain a clean, efficient and safe environment
Track the use and location of all assets
Lower the total cost of maintenance
Go Mobile

* Employees, contractors, requesters, and management can access
Maintenance Connection from wherever they are, using an Internet
browser
* Organizations with multiple sites can easily keep their maintenance
records in one place with the help of facility management for colleges
and universities

Maintenance Connection will allow you
to focus on what you do best rather than
having to maintain maintenance
software

+27 82 3390 290
info@maintenanceconnection.co.za
www.maintenanceconnection.co.za

Go Green

